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20              INTRODUCTION
the translation 'usually so obstreperous', are easily arrived ai
I have cited these instances to make my point that Homer doe
a great deal with his adjectives and does not always use them ii
a conventional manner. In his handling of the personal epithets
in particular, we can see how Homer the novelist triumphe<
over Homer the traditional bard. Just as 'noisy9 dogs, do no
always bark, and all 'fast^ ships are not clippers, so * prudent
Penelope, the 'wise' Telemachus, and the 'stalwart' or 'resource
far Odysseus are often found, as their characters evolve in th
hands of their maker, to behave in a manner far removed fron
exemplary wisdom, patience, and sagacity. Indeed they ar
much too human and too well-drawn for such dull and uni
form perfection.* And I feel that Homer often leaves them thei
epithets in cases where they do not apply, because their use wi]
actually sharpen his hearers' perception of the characters he i
building up. Nor, curiously enough, does his apparently incon
sequent use of the epithets on inappropriate occasions detrac
from their effect when more pertinently used. I feel, at any rate
that there are cases where adverbial translation is justified, am
I have acted accordingly, though I should be hard put to it if
were asked to lay down formal rules for such procedure.
Two points of detail, and I have done. Over the * wine-dark
sea I have abandoned my own principles and thrown up my pel
in despair. I know that it is wrong and ought to be 'wine-faced
or something to that effect. But the English language has failei
me, just as it fails me, though for other reasons, when I an
tempted to write of the 'fishy' sea. What a pity it is that si
natural an epithet should have been reserved by us for such un
savoury uses.
But if there are some occasions when a translator of Home
may justly inveigh against the shortcomings of modem Englisi;
there are many more, I fear, when it is his own that are to blame
* Apollonius Rhodius, always careful not to copy Homer, is more sparin
in his use of laudatory epithets, but presents us -with even greater contras
between the traditional reputation of his characters and their actual behaviou
As often as not, Jason is left speechless and paralysed by situations that call fc
heroic acdon.

